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CAST

THE STAGE MANAGER (SCROOGE) – John Gibson

THE DIRECTOR (MARLEY, CHRISTMAS FUTURE) – Arthur Williamson

THE PROP BOY (TINY TIM) – Jeremy Williams

THE GRANDE DAME (CHRISTMAS PAST, MOTHER-IN-LAW, SCAVENGER) – Robbi Kean

THE LEADING MAN (BOB CRATCHIT) – Bill LeSueur

THE LEADING LADY (MRS. CRATCHIT) – Betsy Burton

THE CHARACTER WOMAN (CHARITABLE WOMAN, PARROT, SCAVENGER, CHRISTMAS PRESENT, MRS. FEZZIWIG) – Carol Bee

THE CHARACTER MAN (SCHOOLMASTER, FEZZIWIG, SCAVENGER) – Mike Goetz

THE INGENUE (BELLE, MRS. FRED) – Annie Short

THE JUVENILE LEAD (FRED) – John Allietta

THE CLOWN (ALI BABA, CHRISTMAS PRESENT, JAKE THE FENCE) – Gary Davenport

THE LITTLE CLOWN (CAROLER, CHRISTMAS PRESENT, SCAVENGER) – Alice Reed
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